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2013/2014 Edition"A Useful Guide" - Guardian Unlimited"...Detailed analysis of the main offshore

jurisdictions..." Shelter Offshore MagazineThe first half of the book takes 25 of the world's best tax

havens and examines the personal and corporate tax planning opportunities available in each. It

also contains valuable information on the residency requirements for each jurisdiction as well as

taking a look at what its actually like to live there.We cover all of the key tax havens from the exotic

Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands and Monaco, to less well-known but highly attractive tax

havens like Cyprus, Malta and the Isle of Man.The second half of the book looks at how anyone

with an interest in international trading or investing can enjoy some of these benefits.We look at the

techniques the large multinational companies and super rich use to reduce their taxes and how you,

with proper planning, could legally enjoy some of these benefits. What information is contained in

the Book?This is the only book of its kind and is written in clear English with plenty of examples and

tax planning tips. You'll find out all about:How tax havens can help you pay less of the four 'Big

Taxes': income tax, capital gains tax, inheritance tax and corporation tax. The best European tax

havens, including one just 80 miles from the UK which has no capital gains tax, inheritance tax or

company tax and is opening its arms to UK residents. A Mediterranean tax haven where property is

booming, the cost of living is low and there is no capital gains tax or tax on investment income. Two

beautiful Mediterranean islands where UK pensions are taxed at just 5% and 15% respectively.

Everything you need to know about the Caribbean tax havens: living there, buying property and

setting up offshore companies and trusts. Countries covered include: Anguilla, The Bahamas,

Barbados, The British Virgin Islands, The Cayman Islands, St Kitts and Nevis, and the Turks and

Caicos Islands. How to become a HMWI and enjoy Gibraltar's fantastic lifestyle and low taxes. A

prosperous English-speaking country just one hour from the UK with a company tax rate of just

12.5% and no tax on UK investment income or capital gains. The best Eastern European tax

havens, from Estonia to Russia. Other important tax haven gems scattered around the globe --

some of these countries have 0% taxes, dirt cheap property and are practically begging you to go

and take up what's on offer. How to legally avoid the new European Savings Tax Directive.

Everything you need to know about setting up and using offshore companies and trusts. The

tremendous benefits of foundations when it comes to protecting your privacy. How to protect your

privacy with nomineesRecent G20 changesMoving abroad to escape the taxman's clutchesHow to

set up a completely anonymous offshore company using bearer shares. How big companies and

the rich use tax havens to lower their taxes and keep their wealth protected from the outside world.

And much more...Which tax havens does the book cover?The book looks at:AndorraAnguillaThe



BahamasBarbadosBelizeBermudaThe British Virgin IslandsThe Cayman IslandsThe Cook

IslandsCosta RicaCyprusDubaiEastern EuropeGibraltarGuernsey/JerseyIrelandThe Isle of

ManLiechtensteinMaltaMonacoPanamaSt Kitts and NevisSwitzerlandTurks and Caicos

IslandsUnited StatesDenmarkUnited KingdomLabuanFloating Tax Havens
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"A Useful Guide" - Guardian Unlimited"...Detailed analysis of the main offshore jurisdictions..."

Shelter Offshore Magazine

The author of this book is Lee Hadnum. Lee is an international tax planning specialist and is the

author of numerous offshore/international tax planning books including:Â Â Tax Planning With

Offshore Companies & Trusts The World's Best Tax Havens Offshore Telecommuting - How To

Avoid Tax & Live & Work Offshore Non Resident & Offshore Tax Planning Tax Planning For Fiscal

Nomads

A very informative read, clearly written by an individual with true world expertise. And most

importantly it's current in its passing of knowledge, the world of tax changes very quickly and this is

up to the minute. It's critical reading for anyone taking their interest offshore.

its good to have. Very informative and eye opener. You need to do further research to decide. After

reading this you you can sit down with an accountant first and than with a lawyer!



Lee Hadnum is an expert in the art of taking extremely complex tax laws and making them easy to

understand and use by the layman. Using the World's Best Tax Havens allows you to formulate a

plan long before you contact a professional tax advisor.The book has several components. In the

first you will learn how using tax havens can help you and also learn some of the warnings that

come along with using different havens. The book covers a number of countries but nothing too

comprehensive. Although the book is primarily written with a UK audience in mind it can be used in

the US and Canada as well as any of the 23 other countries. The language the author uses is easy

to understand but since this about taxation there is still plenty of technical terminology. Don't worry

these are explained or are easy to look up online.The second component is a tax guide that shows

how major corporations and the "rich" use these tax havens. Lee Hadnum talks about the many

uses of off-shore trusts, companies and foundations for eliminating or reducing taxes and protecting

assets, while maintaining anonymity. Some of the most popular tax avoidance schemes are covered

and the best part is that you do not need to be part of a conglomerate to use them.Another notch in

the "Understanding Tax God's" belt. This book will help you if you want to learn how to avoid the

"big four taxes"(income, corporation, death and capital gains). Everything you wanted to know about

avoiding high taxation in one easy to read book. Get a copy today, it will pay for itself in savings.
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